GIGAYACHT CLEARING HOUSE

GIGACHARTER
PASSIONATE GIGAYACHT PROFESSIONALS

Our Philosophy
GIGA CHARTER is an Innovative multi-faceted Consultancy and
Administration company established by Maria K. Bakalakou with
a hands-on approach borne from service and reliability to
Gigayacht Owners and Builders, extending synergy to more
Stakeholders.

Gigayacht Valhalla Services and Consultancy attended to the Gigayacht Owner
or a potential Gigayacht Owner of a SOLAS commercial passenger vessel or
Expedition vessel complying with ICE Code, emphasizing on a 360-degree
brand experience about Gigayachts.

GIGACHARTER.COM

$GIGA
YACHT
PROS
CORNERSTONE OF A SOPHISTICATED YET LEAN-STRUCTURED GIGAYACHT
CLEARING HOUSE

MISSION
We are a multi-faceted consultancy and administration service
company offering an array of diverse yet highly impactful
professional solutions to Gigayacht owners, builders, brokers,
and a host of other relevant stakeholders; aiming to be a
unique and innovative brand with a hands-on approach borne
from service and reliability. We are the Gigayacht Owner's
Representatives by distinguishing the Giga size in the charter
market performing its Brand Strategy. We are the Gigayacht
Shipyards’ Ally by lifting the weight off its shoulders and
adding post-sale value. We are the CAs Relief by giving an extra
hand for a prestigious charter experience to the charter clients.

VISION
We wish to be an unrivaled pioneer with a great footprint in
the Gigayacht industry;
to be synonymous with our administration hired for a mission
impossible, delivering tailored professional services;
to be a brand synonymous within the gigayacht industry for
professionalism, refinement and branding with our efforts,
exquisite service and results.

Why ?

What ?

GIGACHARTER

THE
MIDAS TOUCH

THE
CONNOISSEUR

Multi-million-dollar
profits achieved through charter
management, branding, agenda, and
brokerage schemes acting in
confidentiality.

Charter
Marketing and Administration, Direct Access to
the highest level of management

in Ownership company inspecting and
communicating.

THE
CORNERSTONE
A mobile unit is attending on-site to
administrate the charter preparation
until its completion, satisfying over 3
wishes

$GIGA
YACHT
OWNERS
IF YOU ARE A GIGAYACHT OWNER, OR A POTENTIAL ONE, WE BELIEVE THAT IF ANYTHING COSTS YOU YOUR PEACE OF MIND, IT IS
TOO EXPENSIVE. THIS IS WHY WE CREATED THE GIGA CHARTER; TO WALK HAND IN HAND, WITH OWNERS LIKE YOURSELF, BY
PROVIDING A HASSLE-FREE TAILORED ASSISTANCE AND QUALIFIED MANAGEMENT AT YOUR DISPOSAL.

OWNERSHIP REP
Emphasising on a 360-degree brand experience, we are
entrusted by your fellas Gigayacht owners from little things
such as managing their daily charter experience to the
privilege of commissioning the building
of Gigayacht SOLAS Passenger Vessels.

How ?

The GIGA Charter exists to offer you exclusive services that are
designed to give you value beyond compare. Placing our
management team at your fingertips, we are able to offer rapid
response and effective solutions to your Gigayacht needs. We
assist Superyacht owners of a particular size, by providing
specialized charter administration and charter marketing,
taking care of all administrative procedures, including escrow
payment facilities, marketing your vessel across our various
channels and vetting prospective clients and brokers, to ensure
that you benefit from a consistent all-year-round revenue
without incurring major costs.
Despite our vast industry experience and network, we always
work one on one with Superyacht Owners to better understand
their objectives and requirements. This, in turn, allows us to
identify the best ways of combining profitability, exclusivity and
satisfaction through our services, without exposing you to
privacy concerns. And because we are The GIGA Charter,we
travel Giga-miles to exceed your expectations. In essence, we
work – you benefit.

GIGACHARTER

1. FOCUS ON GIGAYACHT
EXCLUSIVITY

2.DEVELOPING BRAND
LOYALTY

Our focus is to serve Owners and Charterers of Gigayacht with a
LOA of 77m upwards. This includes the SOLAS Passenger Vessels
compliant with ICE Code at any size, which require a
special appointed handler. GIGA Charter has demonstrable
expertise in this domain, with its key personnel having worked as
Charter Manager of reputable vessels such as the ex-RM
Elegant Elite Megayacht (73m).

With the aim to create a 360-degree global service brand,
our marketing strategy is tailored to reflect a prestigious and
unparalleled experience for our clients, which means offering
smooth and hassle-free services such as escrow payment
facilities. In turn, a satisfied clientele would draw Charter
Brokers and Central Agents to the GIGA Clearing House, creating
a positive development cycle and faster turnaround.

3.DELIVERING
CLIENT SATISFACTION
With a Dynamic Owner’s Representation service, we facilitate the
sharing of accurate information, understanding of vessel’s
specifications, and maintaining up-to-date charter calendar and
special offers of the Superyachts. This service allows for the
effective management Superyachts which can be relayed to
Charter Brokers/Central Agents, whilst making sure that
owners’ expectations are exceeded.

4. BUILDING TRUST
THROUGH BUSINESS AGILITY
Although the GIGA Charter is run by a small team of highly competent
Superyacht pros, our size gives us a major advantage compared to
other transcontinental houses. With a flexible team and lean service
structure, we are able to respond quicker to client needs, adopting
innovation as a key differentiating factor. Such agility can be reflected
in our international mobility, being able to attend on-demand
occasions in every region, based on owners’ or charter brokers’ requests.
This ability to work 1-on-1 with clients makes us the trusted partner of
both Superyacht Owners and Charter Brokers.

GIGA
YACHT
SHIPYARDS
BUILDING A GIGAYACHT IS A LONG, COMPLEX AND RESOURCE-INTENSIVE PROCESS. YET, NAVIGATING THE DEMANDS OF
GIGAYACHT OWNERS AND CHARTERERS IS EQUALLY COMPLEX, AND IS AN ART IN ITSELF. WITH A DEDICATED
MANAGEMENT TEAM, THE GIGA CHARTER EXISTS TO LIFT THE WEIGHT -OF MANAGING YOUR
CLIENTELE, OFF YOUR SHOULDERS, AND INTO OUR HANDS.

SHIPYARD'S REP
Our Commitment as a Clearing House is to offer added value
to the Shipyard’s brand through our service as liaison with the charter
market. The Shipyard’s innovations and expertise will be introduced to
the globe through charter, especially in new regions under
development. As emerging economies of Asia open their door to
innovation and prosperity, GIGA Charter brand will help them open
these new prospects through business collaboration,
investment and premium service provision.
The new segment GIGA Charter will succeed to:
·
Introduce in elegance exclusively the ‘New Line of Commercial
Passengers vessels’ by the construction of a new PV line/model offering
the mostly requested accommodation by the Arabic world/clientele i.e.
15 guest cabins.
·
Make the Shipyard’s brand more approachable to the public
through chartering which offers first hand joyful lifestyle on board to
the prospective clientele and is the best way to introduce Shipyard’s
innovations.
·
Introduce the brand through chartering to become popular in
new destinations vessels will be cruising especially in winter season
raising perspective for new clientele/agenda.
·
Establish new collaborations and presence in the interesting
regions under development, like NEOM in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia.
·
Enlarge range of services in-house to satisfy the existing or new
clientele and secure this agenda as loyal clients to the Shipyard’s
brand. Services can go out loud or in total confidentiality for the period
service hired.

How ?

GIGACHARTER

1.LIFT THE WEIGHT OFF YOUR
SHOULDERS

2.SATISFIED SHIPYARD'S AND
CLIENT-SIDE

Building a Gigayacht is a long, complex and resource-intensive process.
Yet, navigating the demands of Owners and Charterers is equally
complex, and is an art in itself. With a dedicated team, the brand exists
to lift the weight of managing your clientele off your shoulders, and into
our hands succeeding remarkable revenues for the ownership and
credits for the Shipyard. We provide added value to the Shipyard by
offering services to the existing and prospective owners and acting as a
liaison between owners, shipyards and brokers, with a solid backup to
assist in all legal subjects.

Trusting us to deliver, we go a great distance to find potential clients
looking to build their new Gigayachts and take care to obtain and
manage every detail of their expectations. As a Shipyard, you will
benefit from our networks and unparalleled client services, which
enables you to focus on building consistently better Superyachts, whilst
we work on developing a satisfied client-side. This form of synergy
promotes effective operations and fosters innovation in the Gigayacht
sector, which will benefit you, as a Shipyard, by increasing profitability,
quality and reach on both the short- and long-term horizon.

3.TRENDS PROVED BY THE NEW
DELIVERIES

4. INNOVATIVE SERVICE HOUSE
FOR PVS

Seaworthiness and autonomy, Innovation and Entertainment on board.
Ultimate Luxury and Adventure: Growing desire for remote
locations meaning demand for ice-breaking strengthened hulls and longrange capabilities is on the up in fuel economy thus in hybrid innovative
systems powered vessels. Innovative Layouts: Today’s yachts need a direct,
intimate experience of the sea while the interior must satisfy guests with
+15 guest cabins. New Technologies and Entertainment: Alongside
standard toys such as jet skis, water skis and canoes, there is an increasing
demand for the latest gadgets such as a jetlev, skibob or hover board,
space for electric bikes and more.

We plan to position GIGA Charter as a leading innovative Service House
to the cross-roads of this transformation and suggest towards
GIGAshipyards to be addressing the product gap in the market by
introducing and delivering a new launched line of SOLAS commercial
PVs, with capacity to host 30-36 guests overnight. The investment in a
Commercial Passenger vessel secures a higher Return on Investment
(ROI) for our investors; introducing the new line through Chartering and
creating a cross cultural mutually beneficial business model, to connect
different National and business interests, Shipyard’s innovations and
expertise promoted globally, through charter, notably in new
developing regions and collaborate with emerging economies.

GIGA

YACHT
BROKERS CAs
IF YOU ARE A VETERAN BROKER/AGENT YOU MAY ENEFIT FROM THE GIGA CHARTER DOING THE TOUGH PART WITH THE
OWNERSHIP ADMINISTRATION. IF YOU ARE JUST GETTING STARTED, BY WORKING TOGETHER, YOU
BECOME PART OF A LARGER NETWORK.

CA'S ALLY
As the liaison of choice, working on behalf of owners, we understand
the importance of charter brokers and Central Houses in the Large
Yachting sector, and the amount of work it takes to manage
expectations, maintain up to date charter calendars and attain a quick
turnaround and growth in return on investment.

How ?

If you are a veteran broker/agent you may benefit from the GIGA
Charter doing the tough part with the Ownership administration.
Sustaining a strong stakeholder engagement and building lasting
relationships with owners takes time, effort and trust. By becoming
part of the GIGA Charter, we provide you the tools and platform to
better manage your clients’ expectations, whilst using our privileged
reputation to build trust with prospective customers, all within the
360-degree brand that we’ve built.
If you are just getting started, by working together, you become part of
a larger network of Superyacht Central Agents and Brokers worldwide
who, just like us, love selling the dream and giving a prestigious charter
experience to our clients. What’s more, due to our effective operations,
we boast a very agile and lean business model, which allows us to cater
to individual client’s needs. What this means for you, is that you get to
keep your client and build a lasting and mutually-beneficial
relationship with them, whilst minimising on service costs.

GIGACHARTER

1.CONTRIBUTE IN THE CHARTER
SUCCESS
It is to your benefit that we cooperate with the Owners and the
appointed / Designated person ashore and Security Officer in care of ISM
Code structure, so we monitor constantly the vessel, to be complying
with the legal requirements for the SOLAS passenger vessels, knowing
well the crew and the controlling conditions to deliver the product and
service following your Client’s requirements.

3.SYNERGY IN HARMONY
Gigayacht Services and Consultancy attended to the Gigayacht Owner,
emphasizing on a 360-degree brand experience about Gigayachts, is a
global charter brand experience, by developing innovative benchmark
quality services towards Gigayacht Owner, and by using synergies between
luxury yacht stakeholders. Entrusted by Superyacht Owners to Gigayacht
prospective Owners, Shipyards building large yachts and CAs, we are
operating our Clearing House by administrating Gigayacht charter
marketing, exclusive charters and being a liaison with legal sectors and
industry Pros.

2.PROJECTS -INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITIES TO YOUR
CLIENTELE
Investment in Gigayacht size for charter business presents lucrative
opportunities for the investors. We discuss some of the important
factors contributing to the potential high Rate on Investment (ROI) in
this section. Some key characteristics of investment scenario are: Safe
Investment, Optimal Entry Point, Timing, Portfolio Diversification.

4. ENHANCE QUALITY OF YOUR
SERVICES
Extending cooperation and rewarding your trust, we promote
your exquisite services and brand to the Gigayacht Owner securing
centralization VS competition.

giga allure

giga innovation

giga investment

Gigayachts Services through our Clearing
House is a form of synergies in the Marine
Industry, offering effective operations and
fosters innovation in the Gigayachts market.

Introducing the future on Giga Yacht
charter business of SOLAS passenger vessels
to fill the gap in the industry with demand
for the Gigayacht size.

Welcoming Investors for a multi-million
business, Shipowners with the correct
company’s structure ideal to support and
evaluate the Gigayacht operations.

GIGAYACHT
club
Only the elite selected members
amongst prestigious profiles
will feature this private club.
The legitimate club in form of a comfortable lobby to bring Gigayacht
Owners in together in a cyber platform and take loyalty to the next level by
joining the club. Your dedication to doing more ensures we show the world
Giga Nation at its best. The Gigayacht Club is a hub in development keeping
in mind:
To serve as a secure platform in terms of maintaining
confidentiality with login details of members or Gigayacht owners exclusively
offering an advantage in the new era. And to also pose as an arena where
Gigayacht Owners be overwhelmed by the challenges to participate in
events, business suggestions, conferences, and confidential charters that
would be announced within this platform. This is so that an owner responds
to the decorum of the club and if they accept the charter.

Owners are
Creating a
Ginormous
Investment

SUMMARY
The new segment GIGA Charter will succeed to:
Make the brands more approachable to the public through chartering
which offers first hand joyful lifestyle on board to the prospective
clientele.
Introduce the brand through chartering and become popular in new
destinations they will be cruising especially in winter season.
Establish new collaborations and presence in the interesting regions
under development like NEOM in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Enlarge range of services in house to satisfy the existing or new
clientele and secure this agenda as loyal clients to the brands.
Introduce in elegance the ‘New Line of Commercial Passengers vessels’
by the construction of a new model offering the mostly requested
accommodation by the Arabic clientele i.e. 15 guest cabins; a new
construction sponsored by one of the brands or preferably by
introducing a new Buyer.

GIGACHARTER

KEYS TO SUCCESS
Introducing the product missing most from the
market, the passenger vessels with capacity to host 30-36 guests
overnight.
Entering successful strategic alliances with
different stakeholders of Mega Yacht industry including builders,
brokers, ports, Hubs, Governments and municipalities will be
prerequisite for our success.
By offering premium quality services and Yachts equipped with the
latest technologies, thus enabling our clients to experience the best
mega Yacht industry has to offer will go a long way in developing and
expanding our business.
Through the quality of our services and professional management, we
will secure a higher Return on Investment (ROI) for our investors. Profits
are the defining principles of a successful business.

Crème de la
crème
passionate
Gigayacht
Professionals

Creating a cross cultural, mutually beneficial business model to
connect different National and business interests and healthy
cooperation or competition for a better future.

GIGACHARTER

Your Gigayacht!
What can
change in 1
week?

INVITATION ON BOARD
Our brand focuses on evaluating if:
- Your Gigayacht is getting a good coverage on the market and stands
above the competition. If private sales value and emblematic profile
stands out.
- Your crew is performing up to standards and safety protocols are
always followed in harmony maximizing their skills.
- The logistics and operations are well thought out to cater for the
needs, safety and satisfaction of both private Yacht Owners and yacht
Charterers or guests on board if privately operated.
These are some of the common issues, amongst many others, that we
have identified over the years of managing charters, representing
affluent clients. By addressing even small issues we can succeed
optimal operations.
Putting our leader as a qualified consultancy unit at your disposal, we
take a HANDS-ON APPROACH to surveying the performance and state
of your Vessel, Crew and Administration/Operations, all done within a
week staying on board your yacht.

GIGACHARTER

The findings will allow us to create improvement plans, across each
area, to revive the prestige, luxury and comfort that was designed for
you to experience.

GET
SOCIAL
WITH US

FACEBOOK
View our tales

WEB BLOG
Our ideas in our blog

INSTAGRAM
Inspirational tales

HTTPS://GIGACHARTER.COM

CONTACT
hello@gigacharter.com
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